I AM 101

August 16, 2020

Quote from Saint Germain
“We are not pushing you for you have free will; but when we see the longing within you to accomplish
your freedom, then we do not lose a moment offering everything which will fulfill that desire.”


The Ascended Master Decrees as given in the series of books are charged with their power and
consciousness. They are the fastest way to get you home.



Always call to your Presence first, and then to any Master you wish. Example; Mighty I AM
Presence and Beloved Saint Germain; then decree. They pick up your decree and add their light
and love to it in whichever way they can best assist you.



Every Decree releases a wave of light from which you cannot backslide. You can side step;
however, you will pick up where you left off.



Remember that your I AM Presence will never intrude because of your free will. Your Presence
waits patiently for your direction which you do through your decrees.



Energy is self-luminous and intelligent. It follows your direction when you say I AM.



Decree anytime you think of it. Your decrees build momentum.



When you feel JOY, seize the opportunity to decree as it releases a great volume of light.
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SELF STUDY
Make sure and have a notebook handy.
When you are anxious, stressed or depressed, it is simply a vibration, vibrating at a low sluggish
frequency. Use your Violet Flame. Mighty I AM Presence, sweep out of my feeling world all that is acting
knowingly or unknowingly. Replace this with your peace and contentment.
Problems are human created. Give it to your Presence to solve.
Decree for Problem Solving
Mighty I AM Presence and Great Ascended Host;
Reveal to me your true solution of this situation in which I seem to be concerned. Come forth in your
wisdom and strength and solve this in divine order without another moments delay. I recognize that
you do not need time, place nor space but that your all-knowing Powerful activity is now! I accept this
fact.
I AM the perfect solution to this problem.
Decree for the nation
Mighty I AM Presence, I call to all Powers of Light, all Legions of Light, and all Ascended Hosts. I call to
the I AM Presence and Higher Mental Body of all mankind to pick up this decree. Charge the Sacred
Fire’s Indestructible Purity and Cosmic Light substance that saves this nation!

NEXT CLASS: SEPT. 20, 1:00 p.m. PACIFIC STANDARD TIME

Step by step we climb!
Athena
IAMwithin.com
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